
Knowledge Quiz
Complete the Knowledge Quiz to test your 

knowledge on the Long Profile, Fluvial Processes 

and Erosional Landforms.

When you have completed the Knowledge Quiz 

use the Answer Sheet to work out your score.



Date: Wednesday, 13 May 2020
Title: Depositional Landforms: Levées, Flood 
plains and Estuaries

What landform is 

being portrayed by 

the catchphrase?

LO: To explore the characteristics and formation 

of levées, flood plains and estuaries.

SUCCESS CRITERIA:

I can describe the characteristics of levées, flood plains and estuaries.

I can explain the formation of levées, flood plains and estuaries.



Lower Course
When a river reaches its lower course, the gradient 

flattens out. Deposition is the dominant process in this 

part of a river. 

More energy is needed to carry heavier particles.

The river will drop material when there is a decrease in 

velocity or amount of water.



Lower course on an OS map

A meandering river

Widest river channel

Lots of buildings

Contour lines are 

spread out 

suggesting a 

floodplain



What is a levées?

Levées are naturally raised river banks 

(ridges of sediment) found on either or both 

sides of a river channel, that is prone to 

flooding. They are found in a river’s lower 

course. It is formed by flooding over many 

years and composed of gravel, stones and 

alluvium (silt). formed artificially to hold 

more water and reduce flood risk.

What is a flood plain?

A flood plain is wide, flat area on marshy 

land on either side of a river, and found in 

the middle and lower courses. Flood plains 

are made from alluvium which is deposited 

when a river floods. Flood plains are used for 

farming as the soil is very fertile.  

Continue to read through the next few slides to understand 

the formation of leeves and floodplains in more detail



Formation of Levées
SUMMERISE AND COPY

When a river bursts its banks, 

friction with the land reduces 

velocity (speed of river) and 

causes deposition. Heavy 

sediment is deposited closest 

to the river. 

The size of sediment then 

becomes progressively smaller 

with distance from the river. 

With each successive flood, the 

banks are built up higher. 

Although it may seem that 

make it more difficult for the 

river to flood next time, this is 

not the case as overtime the 

bed of the river deposits a 

thicker layer of sediment, 

which raises the river in its 

channel.



Formation of Flood plains

SUMMERISE AND COPY

Flood plains are formed by 

two processes:

Meanders migrate across 

the flood plain due to 

lateral erosion. When they 

reach the edge of the 

floodplain they erode the 

valley side (bluff line). 

Eventually this cuts a wider 

valley. This explains why 

flood plains are very wide. 

When the river floods its 

deposits silt, creating a 

very flat flood plain. Layer 

upon layer builds up over 

many years to form a thick 

deposit of fertile alluvium.



Estuaries

Estuaries are found at the mouth of a 

river, in its lower course where the 

river meets the sea. 

The water here is tidal, the river level 

rises and falls each day. 

The water floods over the banks of 

the river carrying silt and sand on to 

the valley floor.

As the tide reaches its highest point, 

the water is moving very slowly as 

the rivers velocity decreases,  so the 

sediment is deposited. 

Over time, more and more mud 

builds up, creating large areas of 

mudflats.

At low tide, the wide, muddy banks 

are exposed. Overtime, these 

mudflats develop into saltmarshes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrYQFdukGMg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrYQFdukGMg


TASK

Task 1: Complete the worksheet

Task 2: Add to the long profile - Go back in to the diagram of a 

rivers long profile that you created in the second lesson. Add the 

names and a short description of all the landforms you have learnt 

so far to your diagram:

• Levees

• Oxbow lake

• Estuaries

• Floodplains

• Waterfalls

• Gorge

• Meanders

• Rapids 

Task 3: Complete the exam question on the next slide



SUCCESS CRITERIA:

L1 (1-2) There is a basic 

explanation of an 

estuary. 

L2 (3-4) There is a clear 

explanation of an 

estuary, which uses 

geographical terms.

EXAM QUESTION: Figure 1 shows a 
photograph of a river landform on the South 
Coast of Devon. Explain the processes 
involved in the formation of the landform 
shown in Figure 5 (4).

Figure 5



Estuaries are found at the 

mouth of a river where the 

land is close to sea level. The 

water is tidal and so the river 

level rises and falls each day. 

When the tide comes in, the 

water floods over the banks of 

the river (1) and deposits silt 

and sand on the valley floor 

(1). Over time, more and more 

mud builds up (1), creating 

large areas of mudflats and 

saltmarshes (1).

Figure 1

EXAM QUESTION: MODEL ANSWER


